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IDEAL FOR
MOTORISTS

FREE design inside

THIS picnic table, which when
closed takes the form of a very
presentable attache case, should
prove quite popular with motorists.
Equipment such as plates, cutlery, etc.,
can be packed inside the case, which is
placed in the boot of the car. On arrival
at your favourite spot, the case is
22
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23
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ATTACHE

PICNIC
opened and upturned and stands
squarely on four legs to provide a
comfortable setting for your meal.
Such a table is particularly handy
where a sandy spot is chosen, as it helps
to obviate contamination of food by
sand. A table surface measuring 36ins.
by 24ins. is provided, giving quite a good
area for the accommodation of food,
plates, etc.
The attache case-cum-picnic table is
quite simple in construction and can
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CASE

TABLE

readily be completed by a handyman in a
few hours. A box is constructed of wood
and hardboard, simple halving joints
being used, and this is sawn in two,
giving identical halves, which are in turn
joined by hinging. To make it even more
simple, the sides of the case can be
butted together instead of using halving
joints, but if this method is employed,
modifications will have to be made.
Pieces (A) will be butted inside pieces (B)
and their lengths cut to 23ins.
417

FOR ALL HOME CRAFTSMEN
Over 60 years of 'Do-it-Yourself9

Hobbies kit of materials contains a
carrying handle, streamlined fastener
and three special case hinges.
Make up the box from 4in. by Jin.
strip wood and hardboard to the measurements given on the design sheet, where
details of the lapping joints are shown
inset. The hardboard top and bottom
pieces (C) are pinned and glued in
position. A halving line is now drawn
all round the sides of the box as indicated by the dotted line on the design

1°
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sheet. Cut right through the box round
this line with a tenon saw. Start at one of
the corners, making sure to keep
exactly to the lines, and when a large
enough cut has been made to take the
sawblade, continue round the box in one
direction, taking particular care at the
corners. Accurate cutting should produce two identical halves.
KIT FOR 27/6
Kit No. 3256 contains all the wood,
hardboard, hinges, handle and
other materials for making the
Attache Case Picnic Table.
The kit costs 27 /6 from branches
or Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk (post free).
Clean up the sawn edges with a glasspaper block, but do not take off too
much, so that gaps are left when the
halves are placed together.
Four wooden blocks (D) to take the
legs (E) are glued in the outer corners
inside each section, being flush up
against the hardboard. Each of these
blocks is made up from three pieces of
^in. material cut 4ins. square and glued
together as shown on the design sheet.
In the centre of these made-up blocks,
bore a lin. diameter hole to take the
legs before fixing the blocks in the
corners.
The four legs consist of 13-J-in.
lengths of lin. diameter round rod.

Fig. 1—Showing how fitments can
be attached to take plates, etc.
V

STBIPW

WEBBING

PIN AND
GLUE

Mark off lJ)ins. at one end of each leg,
and shape this end down to |in. diameter with a sharp knife, thus forming a
shoulder which will secure the legs when
inserted in blocks (D).
Now place the two case sections
squarely together and hinge in the
positions indicated on the design sheet.
The use of roundhead screws with the
hinges is recommended, as these will
form solid contacts and thus prevent
sagging in the centre of the table when it

is fully opened. Finally screw on the
catch and the carrying handle. When
erected, the table, of course, stands on
the four legs inserted in the corner
blocks.
Fig. I shows how webbing and stripwood can be used to form racks in
which to carry plates, etc. Webbing can
be purchased separately from Hobbies
Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk.
Punch down all pins, fill up the holes
and finish by painting.

in service at that time, the design for
these being made by Beyer Peacock who
built the first specimens in 1890. They
were of the 2-4-0 type with 6ft. Oin.
diameter coupled wheels.
Mr Ivatt's engine was given an extensive trial on all types of work on the
Great Southern & Western Railways,
418

but it appears that no outstanding
results were obtained, and in 1901 it was
re-converted back to its original form
of 2 cylinder simple with 18in. by 24 in.
inside cylinders. It was, nevertheless, a
bold experiment and the engine remained in service as a compound for
some seven years.

Interesting
Loeos — No. II
THIS week our subject shows an
interesting 2 cylinder 4-4-0 type
compound express locomotive designed by Mr H. A. Ivatt for the Great
Southern & Western Railways of
Ireland in 1894. This engine No. 93 was
originally built previously as a 2 cylinder
'Simple', and was converted on the
2 cylinder compound system with 18in.
and 26in. by 24in. inside cylinders during
experiments carried out by Mr Ivatt
in 1894. The engine had 6ft, 7in. diameter coupled wheels, the original
boiler working pressure of 150 lb. per
sq. in. being retained.
About that time the 2 cylinder
compound engine was being adopted in
Ireland, Mr B. Malcolm on the Belfast
& Northern Counties Railway having
built several examples from 1890-1908.
The Belfast & County Down Railway
also had several 2 cylinder compounds

For fretwork designs
A SUBSTANTIAL
TO keep designs in good condition,
ready for any future use, a good
substantial folder is necessary, one
that will hold them securely and flat —
not creased up.
The folder illustrated is of simple
Q
construction and cheaply made, needing
only two panels of fretwood, iin. thick,
and a few items which may be found
t
about the household. Plywood or even
hardboard will serve the purpose quite
as well.
From the material, cut two covers to
ri
r
size given at (A), smooth the edges just
enough to remove the sharp angles and
very slightly round oif the corners. At
iin. from the back edges and approximately l^ins. distance from the top and
f

By W. J. Ellson

bottom saw out the two slots shown.
These are iin. wide and long enough to
admit as an easy fit, the straps which
afterwards tighten the covers over the
designs which are stored between.
Exactly opposite these slots, saw out the
notches shown on the opposite side.
The covers can now be covered with
any suitable material the household can
furnish. A wide choice is given here,
paper) bookbinders' cloth, American
cloth are all suitable. Cut the material
|in. larger all round than the covers, then
glue or paste one side of each cover and
lay over the material. Rub well down to
smooth out creases and with a sharp
knife clear away the stuff from the slots
and notches. Cut away a portion at each
corner, as at (B), paste the rest and fold
over to the cover. Now cut two pieces of
white or coloured paper a trifle less in
size than the covers themselves and paste
these over the inside, as at (C). Again
rub well down and clear any covering
slots and notches.
For the straps, one of which is shown,
in position in figure (A), upholsterers
binding could be employed, or good
quality black tape about ^in. wide. Other
materials may occur perhaps to the reader
if strong enough to stand a reasonable
strain. These straps should be long
enough to embrace both covers, with
ample surplus for increasing numbers of
designs which may accumulate in the
future.
For each strap, a common buckle
must be provided. These can generally

FOLDER

[
O
(D

.

be bought at most craft shops, or ironmongers but search amongst unused
household stuff may well produce something from which the buckles can be
obtained. The straps are fitted through
the slots, as shown, with buckles stitched
on, to complete the article.
A little improvement can be added, if
the reader cares to go to the trouble, by

fixing on the back cover a pair of loops
as in (D). Any strong stuff will do for
these, and narrow slots into which the
ends of the loops can be drawn through
and glued underneath, are cut for fixing
them. This should, however, be done
before the paper inside lining is added,
as the lining will cover the glued ends to
ensure a neat finish.

Small Hand
THIS small hand mirror is made
from three pieces of iin. fretwood.
The mirror is sandwiched between pieces (A) and (C) as shown by
the small detail on the pattern page.
Cut out the three parts with a fine
grade fretsaw and clean up before
gluing together pieces (A) and (B).
Paint a pastel shade and use a slightly
darker colour for the overlay (B).
The mirror can be cut with a circular
glass cutter, price 6/9 from Hobbies Ltd.,
Dereham, Norfolk. This little mirror is
such an ideal subject for making up in
quantity for church bazaars, etc., that
the outlay for the cutter is well worth
while.
Position the mirror after cutting and
then glue on piece (C).
(M.p.)
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
tAT. How radio constructors can make ^
★
^ a versatile power unit will be des- ^
^ cribed next week. Also kite mak- ^
^ ing, Collectors' Club, and projects ^
. for the handyman and fretworker. .
J MAKE SURF, OF YOUR COPY J
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
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Look-out, teacher !
IIA UTS
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PLACES

5

4-

SOiD PAPER /V HALF
[POTTED LINES SHOW
■ NEXT fold:

FOLP BACK.
front corners

POLO BACK
ACA/W.

roiP PAPER IN HA\LF
"S AT 1.

FOLD back
front CORNERS.

fold front
again AS ShowaI.

fold TOP
OUTWARDS

COMPLETE
DART-

Fold front
forward, cut AC 1
shown on dotted lines.

^ £>*/&/££)
PLANE-

F/N1
A

\s£ND
back
i UlNCjS.
thus.
fold Stout paper or oqnT card
IN HALF, MARK I" SRUAPES
ANp DRAW W OUTLINE op ''PLANE
ON ONE SIDE.
Cut around outline THrousn
both SIDES of SARD.
MOST of us inherited a papermodelling disposition. There
are few who cannot call to
mind many happy hours spent fashioning things from paper and card, with the
aid of glue and a pair of scissors.
Older readers will remember making
and flying paper darts. Today the
Delta-shape form of these paper darts is
much used in the design of aircraft.
To guide junior readers in the making
of'Delta Darts" and simple card 'planes,
we give sketches showing step-by-step
stages of folding and cutting.
To make the paper dart, follow diagrams 1, 2, 3 and 4 at (A). Take a piece
of paper about 6ins. by 5ins., and fold as
shown. The size of finished darts depends, of course, on the size of paper
used. Water colour paints can be used to
decorate, and strips of transparent adhesive will hold your dart firmly together. A simple winged aeroplane is
suggested at (B), and here again adhesive tape may be applied for strengthening.

SCAC
Pl^
£

4

AL P L

PROPEILEC,

At (C) we have a plane of more
elaborate design. Thin card is best used
for this. The card is folded in the same
way as at (A) and (B), but this time an
outline of one half of a 'plane is cut
out. Bend back the wings and add a
cardboard fin to the rear. Hold the fin
and body of plane with tape. Colour the
toy with water-colours as before. Aircraft transfers make a finished job.

Sense

PROPELLER
REUOL \/£S
as 'plane
f PIPES'/
7S'°L~ .N.

Make a card or balsa-wood propeller for your model, fixing in place as
shown with balsa wood block, glass
beads and a pin. Twist the propeller
slightly at blade tips. The propeller will
revolve as plane glides. Weight the nose
of all planes if necessary with paper clips
or modelling clay, and adjust this to get
a gradual glide when launched. (T.S.R.)

with

KEYS of outhouses, etc., are less
liable to be mislaid if tied on to a
large wooden label, painted a
bright red, which will show up on the
ground or grass. A bulky piece of wood
attached will prevent a key being pocketed and forgotten.
Where several large keys are kept on a
bunch, it is useful to paint the shank of
each a distinctive colour, which is also
420

SALSA-Wood
fil-OCK..
Bead ... o SHAPEr
^ i*
AHi) SLOT
on Nose op
pLAMfr.

Kevs
•/
applied to the keyhole plate of the lock
to which it belongs.
Barrel keys — those with hollow
shanks — give trouble if the barrel
becomes partly filled with pocket-fluff or
other rubbish. This is quickly removed
by a red-hot wire or a twist drill.
When suitcases, etc., are stored away,
their keys should be tied to them with a
loop of string, not left in lock. (R.L.C.)

A

MODERN

SINK

UNIT

IN this 'do-it-yourself age a modern
sink unit is a top priority for the
housewife. The reasons for this are
obvious, for in the kitchen one wants
everything clean, neat and hygieniclooking.
The old-fashioned sink, with all its
naked plumbing and supports is a
positive eyesore. One can easily remove
this eyesore, from sight at any rate,
and provide instead a modern spick
and span kitchen unit of which every
housewife will be proud.
By A. Fraser
The main requirements are a few
battens and some hardboard and only a
modicum of handicraft skill. No special
tools are necessary. The task is well
within the capacity of anyone who can
use a saw.
No dimensions are given because these
will depend on each individual sink
and its particular placing in the kitchen.

is made of batten, the size of which is
not very important so long as it is strong
enough; 1 jins. to 2ins. by jins. to lin.
will do quite well.
The first thing to do is to set up the
frame (A, B, C, D), seen in Fig. 1, for
it is on this, and the companion one on
the other side of the basin, that the front,
top and bottom rails are fixed.
The top batten (A, D) is adjacent to
the sink side and level with its top. The
batten (D, C) is fixed on the wall and
here Rawlplugs are recommended for

There is no need to fix it to the floor, as it
is held by the vertical battens.
The batten (A, B) should be prepared
first. This should reach from floor to
the top of the basin. As can be seen
from Fig. 2a, the top is sawn out, in the
manner of a halved joint, to allow the
top front rail to sit in. At the bottom,
the floor rail (F) is attached as shown.

®
Fig. 1
©
Some sinks are placed with one side
very close to a wall and others are far
distant from either wall. The reader must
decide the extension of the unit. He may
prefer a unit of only short extension. Or
he may extend it completely from one
wall to the other, right across, as in
many modern kitchens.
In either case, the principles of construction remain the same. The basis
is the framework which forms the skeleton of the unit. This is seen in Fig. 1. It

Fig. 2
®

proper fixing, especially if the plaster
of the wall is in bad condition. Where the
wall is extremely bad it must be replastered.
The batten (B, C) lies on the floor.
421

(This can be jins. square or thereabouts.)
See Fig. 2b.
The batten (B, C) is attached to the
bottom of the wall batten as shown at
Fig. 2c, and provided the height of
(D, C) is correct, both (B, C) and (D, C)

can be attached by fixing to the wall
with the screws (P, P).
The other side of the basin should be
treated similarly, and also the far ends
of the unit whether they come up
against a wall or not. However, take
note that these frames at the extreme ends
of the unit should be slightly higher than
the inside ones to produce an incline
for the bench tops so that the water
drains towards the basin. Only a slight
inclination is necessary. Note Fig. 2a
circle inset.
When the battens have been tried out
experimentally for correct size and
fitting, then the whole framework can be
assembled permanently, using thin nails
Fig. 3

made. Details of these are given in Figs. 4
to 6.
Hardboard of iin. thickness is used
as the base. Along the long sides of this
are nailed strips of plywood (or hardboard) about Uins. by ^in. thick.
(A, B and C, D in Fig. 4.) These are to
prevent water swilling over the front
or back. The edges should be chamfered
off as seen in the circle inset sectional
view.
We now need a method of shedding
off the water cleanly into the basin.
This is seen in Fig. 5. A strip of iin. thick
plywood, Jin. wide, is sawn out and
attached by glue and pins to the under
side of the bench top which overlaps
the basin (see M, Fig. 5), leaving about
|in. projecting.
On to this ledge is glued a length of
stripwood, coming somewhat lower than

ping the centre down first and smoothing
it down along the middle (A, A) of the
draining board. Then gradually work
to right and left, smoothing firmly
and carefully. Special care must be taken
when the ridge (S) is encountered. The
material must be pressed in precisely
to make a neat job. It is then smoothed
over and turned over the edge on to
the under surface of the board. When
the two long sides have been so treated
the front (drip) edge and back edge
should have the covering smoothed
over them and tucked in to the under
surface. With the aluminium drip edge,
the covering is turned over the edge
carefully and smoothed up on to the
convex surface of the metal.
The completed draining board can
next be fixed to the unit top by means of
angle pieces or brackets attached to the
■
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and glue as well, if desired, for firmer
construction.
A piece of hardboard, say Jin. thick
is next sawn out to cover the inside frame
(A, B, C, D). This is seen in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 2b. Don't forget to saw out the
shoulders at top and bottom front.
Half-way up the hardboard nail on a
length of stripwood Jin. by Jin. for
the shelf to sit on.
Prepare a similar piece of hardboard
for the other side of the sink; in reverse,
of course.
Where the sink unit extends to a wall,
then the stripwood for the shelf support
should be fixed to the wall. Otherwise
another piece of hardboard is necessary
with the stripwood fixed on the inside
of it.
The shelves and doors are left for the
time being, while the bench tops are

the top of the hardboard. This is rounded
off with a glasspaper block. A strip of
thin aluminium sheeting (L) is then bent
to a rounded form and fitted in over the
rounded stripwood (F). It is fixed with
small screws, later filed down flush
with the top surface of the headboard.
The drip edge of the aluminium is
founded off with a fine file.
The whole board is now covered with
a waterproof and good wearing material
such as 'Fablon', or 'Con-tacf. These
are plastics materials obtainable in
various shades. They already have
adhesive on the under surface and so
application is easy.
Cut the covering material much bigger
all round than the board to be covered,
to allow for turn-overs on all sides.
Apply the material as shown in Fig. 6.
The outer edges are held far up, drop422

horizontal battens. See (G) in Figs. 4 and
5. This is a simple and highly convenient
method, for, should occasion arise,
the board can easily be removed and recovered.
The doors of the unit are easily made
from hardboard, strengthened with
stripwood round the edges. See Fig. 7.
Small brass hinges are used to hang the
doors and the handles should be of
the vertical bar type of some attractive
plastics material.
The shelves, if they are not to support
very heavy items, can be merely hardboard. For heavier things, some stripwood to strengthen the hardboard
should be used.
Two last improvements remain. First,
the appearance of the unit is enhanced if
« Continued on page 423
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Bed

and

Table

Book-Rest

WHETHER one is ill or just
plain lazy, a table on which
meals in bed can be served is
useful. By means of a small attachment
the one described can be converted into
a book-rest so that even heavy books may
be enjoyed in bed without discomfort.
A piece of -J-in. plywood about 22ins.
by 14ms. is shaped as shown in Fig. A,
22 IN.

14 IN.
'k IN.
HOLE •«-

8 IN.

V* IN
- >• hole

-mm

By
P.R.C
supports will open.
The book-rest is shown in Fig. D. The
one illustrated was made from two pieces
of plywood fastened to a strip of 2in. by
iin. wood at the back, leaving a 2in. gap
between them. This was then covered
from behind by another strip of plywood
and a rest fitted to the lower edge. The

middle recess so formed accommodates
the back of the book, but it is not
essential and the rest may be made from
one piece of wood. Two wooden pegs
from a piece of doweling are fitted to the
lower strip as shown, and these fit into
the top of the book-rest, of such a height
to stop against the edging of the tray.

A
*"

3 IN

'

TRAY FROM ABOVE
11/2 i
FOLD6C1—
LEGS
LC

BLOCKS
-{ATCH
TO HOLD
LEGS

TRAY FROM BELOW

—
using a fretsaw for the recessed portion.
The front edge is suitably rounded and
smoothed and a Jin. edging glued and
pinned to the back and sides. Four
hardwood blocks are glued and screwed
to the underside to hold the supports
(Fig. B) aftep shaping as shown in Fig.
C.
Each support consists of 2J feet of
aluminium tubing, |in. diameter, shaped
as shown and flattened and drilled at the
ends. The shape may be obtained by
bending around a large round object, if
available, or by carefully bending a little
at a time over the edge of an old table
or work bench. The ends of the supports
are best flattened and adjusted to length
after bending and fitting to the blocks so
that they almost meet at the centre when
folded. They can then be screwed to the
blocks. The shape of the hardwood
blocks fixes the extent to which the

/ ' P0^ION
v' /•» LEG
.2 IN.

9 IN.

BOOKREST
/\

I IN

SUPPORT
HINGED TO
BACK

I IN,
I IN.

I* IN.
SHAPE OF HARDWOOD BLOCK

PEGS

• Continued from page 422
Modern Sink Unit
the wall section above the basin (where method. (S) is the basin wall, (F) is the
the taps are), is covered with a rectangle front batten above the centre door of the
of hardboard treated with the water- unit, and (L) is the aluminium strip.
proof material as used on the draining This improvement is desirable, otherboards. The fitting of this depends on wise any liquid will slop down in between
the particular way the taps and pipes are the basin and the first batten (F), and a
fitted. In some cases it is possible to filthy trench will rapidly result.
The completion of the unit consists
fit the board directly behind the taps,
concealing the pipes. The water is run of painting it in the modern kitchen
off and the taps removed. The board style. Use flat paint followed by one or
(with holes sawn out), is then fitted, and two coats of gloss or enamel paint.
Remove the draining boards while this
then the taps replaced.
The other improvement is to screw a is being done, also the door handles.
strip of aluminium along the front of Two-colour schemes are popular, such as
the unit immediately over the front edge bright red for the doors and white
of the basin. The edges of the metal are surrounds, but one must use one's own
rounded off, and the screws are counter- taste in this matter. Light cheerful
sunk. Fig. 8 shows a sectional view of the colours are best.
423
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WITH scrap copper sheets and
wire, interesting experiments
can be carried out, including
the preparation of copper compounds,
which will be useful for your laboratory
stock.
Let us start by watching the action of
heat on copper. Bend a thick copper
wire. You will note it is reasonably stiff.
Straighten it and plunge it into a glowing
fire. Withdraw it when it is red hot and
quench it at once in cold water. Now
bend the wire. It is very soft and pliable.
Heat up the wire again and let it cool
slowly. You will now find it has regained
its stiffness. These properties are the
opposite of those of iron. Red hot iron

raise the metal just to the surface and remove the copper, first rinsing off any
that the cloth should trail. This ensures adhering pigment into the liquid by means
that the air essential to the process of a jet of water from your wash bottle.
reaches the metal and that the acid rises Filter off the copper oxychloride and
by capillary attraction to keep the copper wash it well on the filter until the wash
always wet. Let the whole stand a few waters are no longer coloured blue. Dry
weeks and make small additions of the substance in a warm room.
dilute acid to replace any lost by evaporaYou will be left with light blue-green
tion. A blue solid forms on the copper, copper oxychloride. This is genuine
part crystalline, part powdery. This is Brunswick Green. The Brunswick Green
verdigris. When a good quantity has now sold is usually a mixture of Prussian
formed, remove it from the metal and Blue, Chrome Yellow a nd barytes.
HONEY MR
MAKE FOUR
COPPETR
NITRATE
WIRE STAND

cotton ■
COPPERACETIC ACID „
Fig. 1—Preparing verdigris
hardens on quenching and softens on
slow cooling. This behaviour of copper
is worth remembering in case you should
at some time wish to bend thick copper.
By softening it in the above manner
bending will be easy and the metal can be
made to resume its former stiffness by
slow cooling.
The corrosion of copper is interesting.
Moist air contains three substances
which affect the metal — oxygen, water
vapour and carbon dioxide. These three
are responsible for the green coating
which copper acquires over a period of
time. This is common verdigris, or basic
copper carbonate. The striking green
appearance of the roofs of some Continental buildings is due to their having
been sheathed in copper sheet.
There is another lesser known verdigris which is produced for use as a
colouring matter by the action of acetic
acid on copper. Partially wrap a sheet of
copper in white cotton cloth and place
it in dilute acetic acid (one volume of the
strong acid to one volume of water) in a
beaker as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the
ends of the copper are bent so as to

CALCIUM
CHLORIDE
THE COMPLETE
DESICCATOR

BIND WITH
FINE COPPER
WIRE
THE STAND

Fig. 2—A home-made desiccator
dry it on a porous brick. It is chemically
Despite its apparent commonness,
different from common or corrosion copper is not a cheap metal. At a laboraverdigris in that it is composed of basic tory furnisher's you will pay about eight
copper acetate. It has found considerable shillings per pound for it. Because of its
use in oil bound paints.
being relatively dear it follows that its
A fine green pigment is also obtained salts, which are so much used in the
from copper by letting ammonium laboratory, are rather dear, too. Therechloride (sal ammoniac), water and air fore it pays to prepare your own from
act on the metal. This pigment is known scrap copper. Two of these we have
as Brunswick Green, Chemically, it is already made. More useful are soluble
copper oxychloride. This, too, is easy to copper salts.
prepare. Make a solution of 10 grams of
The best solvent for copper is nitric
ammonium chloride in 100 c.c. of water. acid. With this we can make up a stock
Put a bundle of thin copper wire into a solution of copper nitrate for the prepara beaker and pour in enough ammonium tion of other copper compounds, or for
chloride solution partially to immerse use in particular reactions. Make some
the metal. Leave the whole exposed to dilute nitric acid by stirring it into an
the air for about a fortnight.
equal volume of water, contained in a
The ammonium chloride solution slow- beaker or a jam jar.
ly becomes blue and a blue-green solid
Set the vessel in a safe place in the open
forms, usually crystalline. When this air and add some copper. Effervescence
changes to a bright blue, carefully pour starts at once. Red-brown vapours of
away the clear solution from it and re- nitrogen dioxide are given off. These are
place it with fresh ammonium chloride harmful if breathed in any quantity. This
solution and leave the whole until the
solid again becomes blue-green. Now
• Continued on page 429
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MUSICAL

0

visi^

Kits by
with a never
failing appeal
Delightful, practical novelties which
play the tune of your choice.
Kits and musical movements from
branches, etc., or post free by using
coupon.

TV ROUNDABOUT No. 3179
As on TV. Goes round with the JP />
music. Movement No.I, 18/3 extra * / &

TOY BARREL ORGAN
No. 3216
Also useful as a trinket or cigarette box.
Musical movement No. 3, 17/6 extra
/
n
To Hobbies Ltd., Dept. 99, Oereham, Norfolk.
Please send Kit No
Musical Movement (G, J, etc.),,..
P.O. for
enclosed
Name
Address

★
Choose from these tunes
★
★ No. 1 Movement (18/3)
Blue Danube
★ G
of St. Mary's
★ JV Bells
Merry
Widow
★ W Tails from
Vienna Woods
★ No. 2 Movementthe(19/10)
★ R Happy Wanderer
★ S Teddy Bear's Picnic
★ No. 3 Movement (17/6)
★
★ TU Clementine
Here we go round the Mulberry Bush
★
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

M USICAL TAVERN. No. 3222
A savings box which plays a tune when a coin is inserted.
11/6 L
Musical Movement No. 2, 19/10 extra

can make!

OVER 300 MOULDS

and save-

in the Scuiptorcraft range
i

m

MONEY
by learning-as-you-do it:—

2

/
a

RADIO & T/V building & servicing
OR
DOIVIESTIC ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Our Courses (which inFREE BOOK
clude equipment) will
will
be sent to you
teach you how to earn
on request, without
EXTRA £.s.d. by repairobligation,
ing and servicing domestic
giving details of our
rad io and television
receivers and home
interesting & lucrative
electrical equipment.
Do-lt-Yourself Courses

Illustrated above are a few oi the many models in the Scuiptorcraft range
t. Toby Jug, available in three sizes.
2. Pixy on Log Posy Bowl.
3. Mme. Pompadour and Louis XV Bookends.
Send 1/6d. Postal Order for full colour catalogue to Dept. HW/ 3
SEAMER PRODUCTS (SCUIPTORCRAFT) Ltd., 23/27 EASTBOURNE STREET, HULL.

E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. 3IX, London, W.4 I
-Age
(if under 2j)
INSTITUTES
Associated with
"HIS MASTER S VOICE"
Columbia, Etc., Etc.
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am interested in the following subject(s)

WHEELS (Hardwood and Rubber Tyred
Metal), Cot, Pram and Doll's House
Fittings and Papers, Beads, Transfers, Prints and
other accessories. Stamp for new lists. (Trade
supplied.) New address — JOYDEN CO.,
91 Peplins Way, Brookmans Park, Herts.
BECOME trained chiropodist. Quick postal
practical — GRADUATE SCHOOLS,
48a Abbey Street, Accrington.
< T)AINTSPRAYING' HANDBOOK. Covers
X Car, Industrial & Flock Spraying. 3/6, post
4d. Catalogue of our Cellulose and Paints and all
Allied Sundries 3d. — Leonard Brooks Ltd.,
81 Oak Road, Harold Wood, Essex.
MODELS. You can make lasting stone-hard
models with Sankey's Pyruma Plastic
Cement. Supplied in tins by Ironmongers,
Hardwaremen and Builders' Merchants. Ask for
instruction leaflet.
LEARN it as you do it — we provide practical
equipment combined with instruction in
Radio, Television, Electricity, Mechanics,
Chemistry, Photography, etc. — Write for full
details to E.M.I. Institutes, Dept. HW47,
London, W.4.
MAKE a MUSICAL BOX for as little as
21/6. New kits and tunes available. Movements 14/9 post free. Please send 3d. stamp for
free illustrated catalogue. — The Swisscross Co.
Dept. B., 116 Winifred Road, Coulsdon, Surrey'
11 1A DIFFERENT stamps free! Request
approvals, enclosing postage. — Banks,
62 Avonlea Road, Sale, Cheshire.

r HOW TO STOP
SLEEPING*
BAGSH
aw
Brand new
Governm ent
18
II
stock. Completely
——.
zipped full length on
POSTBTc.
one side and across the chest and around the
head, held rigid with flexible stays that fold flat
when packed. Must have cost £4 to make. Comfortable to amazing degree, finest model ever
made and at a cost of less than the wool content!
Send for one, on money back guarantee. 18/11,
post 3/1. Folds up neatly for easy transport. Full
length and width, accommodates any size person.
THE
SENT
FOR
2/6

W
TENT
SUPERB 'TOM-TOM' COTTON PROOFED FABRIC. NOT NYLON. Height 5'6". Built with collapsible poles, dismantle swiftly & transport
elsewhere. No centre pole. Erected anywhere.
A real waterproofed Tent. Holds 4/5 children.
SEND 2/6 DEP., then 4 monthly payts. 5/9.
Cash 21/-. Post 2/6. Waterproof Groundsheet
10/6 if req. Lists, Tents, Binoculars, Terms.
m EADQUARTER & 0ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD
(HOBW/5) 196-200 Coldharbour Lane
Loughboro June., London, S.E.5 Open Sat.

SMOKING
and permanently overcome that ceaseless craving
for tobacco. Save money, safeguard health. Send
stamp for details of the world-famous inexpensive
Stanley Treatment for tobacco habit.
auu.
| THE STANLEY INSTITUTE LTD Dept. 330 I
-12 Bridewell Place, London E.C.4
KUKLOS ANNUAL. Indispensable cyclists'
handbook. Tours, resthouses, money-saving
hints, 3/- post free. — Burrow, Publishers,
2 Imperial House, Cheltenham.
STAMPS FREE — Empire Packet including
Pictorials and Victorians with approvals. —
Robert J. Peck, 7A Kemp Road, Bournemouth
11 A
A DIFFERENT
stampsapprovals.
free! Request
id.
\J\J
upwards discount
— Bush,
53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Dorset.
CHEMICAL SAND APPARATUS. Free
booklet of 100 experiments with orders over
15/-. Send 3d. stamp for catalogue and details of
special offers. — Scientific & Technical Supplies
(Nottm.) Ltd., Dept. H, 9 Wellington Circus,
Nottingham.
———
MATCHBOX crystal receiver parts and
instructions, 3/6. Reception guaranteed. —
Write BCM/ALEXTONE, London, W.C.I.
STAMP BARGAINS at Id. each! Commemoratives, pictorials, including stamps
catalogued to 1/-. Empire packet free! — Marton
Stamps, Marton, Winsford, Cheshire.

YOU CAN BECOME A
You Can Make
EXPERIENCE NOT ESSENTIAL
Men who enjoy making things in wood or metal can turn their hobby
into a permanent and interesting Career. Short hours, long holidays
and security in a job you would really enjoy, can be yours if you
become a Handicrafts instructor. Let us send details of the easiest
and quickest way to get the necessary qualification.
We guarantee "NO PASS—NO FEE"
If you would like to know about our unique method of preparing
you for one of these appointments, write today, and we will send
you our informative 144 page Handbook—free and without obligation. Mark your letters "Handicrafts Instructor".
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERINGTECHNOLOGY
595 College House, Wright's Lane
BIET
Kensington, London, W.8

a Modem
*
Table In
One Evening
with these legs

582 58/ 580

Hear All Continents
With H.A.C. Short-Wave Receivers
Suppliers for over 18 years of radio S-W Receivers of quality.
One-Valve Kit, Price 25/Two-Valve Kit, Price 50/Improved designs with Denco coils. All kits complete with all components,
accessories and full instructions. Before ordering, call and inspect a demonstration receiver, or send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive
catalogue.
•H.A.C.' Short-Wave Products (Dept. 22), 11 Old Bond Street, London, W.I.
ff/mRDHITTINO

FOR ALL
CONTEMPORARY
FURNITURE
A coffee table, TV table, footstool, etc.... all can be made
in quick time with these Contemporary style legs. Beautifully
turned in Scandinavian beech, they can be left in their natural
colour, or stained. Each leg is threaded at one end to screw into
a hardwood block (see inset) which, in turn, is screwed to the
underside of a piece of plywood or suitable material which
forms the table top. Simple .... and a perfect job. The
legs are obtainable in three sizes:—10 ins. 2/3 each, 15 ins. 2/6
each and 20 ins. 3/- each. Postage on 3 or 4 legs 1/6 extra.
Legs from branches or:
HOBBIES LTD, Dept 99, Dereham, Norfolk

ACCURATE

6ul6U AIR PISTOLS
, '
AIR RIFLES ■ ACCESSORIES
W' Write for Catalogue
WESLEY A scon ltd, 166 WEAMAN ST, BIRMINGHAM, EHGLANO
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Cactus
Gardens
s
in Bowls
I
*

A plastic shaving bowl used for a garden
WHEN looking in florists' windows, I have often been
amazed at the prices charged
for miniature cactus gardens. Having a
collection of succulent plants of my
own, I decided to try my hand at
making bowl gardens.
Initially, I used bulb bowls, plastic
shaving-soap dishes, and other fancy
containers I found in the house. Since
then, I have found that earthenware
seed pans and half-pots make excellent
containers for miniature gardens. These
can be obtained quite cheaply, and have
the advantage of drainage holes. Before
using plastic containers, two or three
drainage holes should be drilled in the
bottom.

Before the soil is put in the bowl, a
layer^tjf crocks must be placed in
posijKonNA satisfactory compost consistslof t™ parts John Innes potting
compost and one part sand. The potting
compok may be purclwaed/ by the
pound fratfi most seed djerctwits.
Once Jne bowll is filled^AMmsoil, it is
necessary td deqide whether Ihe gardiri
is tQVJContain plants onM or gfnall
glass feond' and other ornlments.VIf t^
latter! the position of tne orna|irats
shjOu^d be marked. Once th\s is done the
planu ms^y be bedded ,out\;A layer of
coarse .aquarium gravel placed fin the
I surface gives a finished appgaraflcd.
f I gaveVny first garden/ to a bazaar,
\ where theyNsold very quWkly. As ajresult
bf this, I received a number of orders.
Even withoh^ttiEsatd of a baiaar, it
shWld noti be difficult tqfAtnarket
mimStore gardens, Al local -ftorist could
be apjxoached, orb aru-amertisement
placed il! a local paper, ft
Before selling, or ewsn making the
garden, lit is essential '(to have some
plantsAa put in it. Tixej types of stock
plant to Vuy'are those mat produce offsets prolinbally. FortuffiStely these plants
are also thexcheapesyJu would suggest
for small eqshion-shaped plants:
Mammillaria prolifera, Mammillaria
erythrosperma, Echinopsis multiplex,

• Continued from page 426
Experiments
is why we carry out the experiment in
the open air. The acid turns blue as the
copper dissolves. If all the metal disappears, add more until there is some left
when effervescence stops. Remove the
copper, filter the liquid and bottle the
solution of copper nitrate so obtained.
If you would like to have a specimen
of the solid salt, evaporate a portion on
the water-bath to very low bulk and then
place the evaporating dish in a desiccator
to remove the last traces of water. Splendid blue crystals of coppernitrate remain.
If you have no desiccator, you can
easily make one from a honey or other
wide mouthed jar, as shown in Fig. 2.
Put some calcium chloride in the bottom
(this absorbs water vapour given off by
the copper nitrate), and support the dish
on a copper wire stand. After a few days
in this your salt will be dry.

with Copper
The antique green patina seen on
articles of copper or bronze (which is, of
course, a copper alloy) can easily be
imitated with the aid of your copper
nitrate. Dissolve 8 grams of copper
nitrate in 80 c.c. of water and add 2 c.c.
of acetic acid. This solution will keep
indefinitely in a closed bottle. When
required for use, heat it and swab the
metal sparingly all over. Let it dry on
and 'age' a few hours, when the green
antique finish will be produced. The
treatment may be repeated should a very
intense effect be desired.
We saw early in this article the physical
effects of heat on copper. What of the
chemical effect? Screw up a bundle of
copper wire, place ft in a crucible or in a
tin lid and heat it strongly over a gas
flame or on a glowing fire until the wire
is red hot. Keep it at this temperature for
429

Small cacti may be grown in a decorative
container such as this plastic swan in
which drainage holes can easily be drilled.
The plant is a Chamaecereus sylvestrii.
and Chamaecereus sylvestrii. For the
'prickly pear' type of plant, Opuntia
microdasys has many small pads which
may be removed as cuttings. Opuntia
are very easily raised from seed; seed
sown in the spring will produce useable
plants by the autumn.
So far the plants mentioned have all
been cacti, but many other succulents
have attractive forms and will grow
happily with cacti. The Mesembryanthemum group has many shrubby members: Aridaria splendens, Lampranthus
roseus, Oscularia deltoides, and Delosperma echinatum. Cuttings from these
make delightful small bushes.
With the above plants and a couple of
packets of mixed seed, there should be
enough plants to stock a great variety of
gardens.
(P.R.C.)
about a quarter of an hour, remove it
from the heat and let it cool.
You will find the wire is covered with
a black coating. If the wire was very fine
it will probably have crumbled to black
powder. This is copper oxide mixed with
a little cuprous oxide. Detach it from the
wire and heat it up again, well spread out,
on a tin lid and you will obtain fairly
pure copper oxide, which will come in
handy for many laboratory purposes.
If you have been doing experimental
chemistry for a year or two it is a sign
your interest will probably be a lasting
one. A tip for the future may therefore
be timely. Unless big new deposits of
copper ores are found, there will be a
grave shortage of the metal as the years
go by. This means a big rise in the price
of copper compounds for the laboratory.
The moral is obvious. Save all scrap
copper. You may need it for producing
your own copper compounds by the
methods detailed in this article. (L. A.F.)

GAItllELX TIPPER FROM
IF you cannot afford a wheelbarrow,
convert your mower to do the same
work, using its 'free-wheel' mechanism.
Make up a strong box of lin. deal to a
size of approximately 24ins. by 18ins. by
9ins. deep. Underneath fix two shaped
supports 'A' as shown, in one of the
following two methods: (1) Spaced
apart so that they can be held through
and between the adjustment links of the
mower roller ends (see detail X), by
means of a wing-nut and bolt traversing
a hole drilled through the support.
By E. Capper
Or use method (2), viz: By cutting a
semi-circle in the support bottom to fit
snugly over the roller (see detail Y).
If using the wing-nut and bolt method
the box has the added advantage of
being a 'tip-up' container. Naturally
the nut and bolt must not be tightened so
hard that it prevents the mechanism
from working.
By using method (2), while the 'tip-up'
mechanism will not work, it is quicker
to fix the box, for no nut and bolt have
to be fitted. Instead the box just drops
into place.
The iron angle-brackets (B) are fitted
so that the mower handle fits snugly
between them. They are screwed only
to the underside of the box — the other
side of the angle piece being free
(detail Z).
Hobbles9 Crossword No. 14
Note: Figures in parentheses denote the number of letters in the words required.
DOWN:
ACROSS:
1. Quick! Here's a gunner, turned
3. Punish with a round of sport! (4).
pickpocket! (5).
7. Two-way direction finder (5).
2. Story by Scott (7).
8. Woeful comment found in the map-book (4).
4. Halts staggered by wooden strips (5).
9. Bachelor beetle (4).
5. Renders speechless — with laughter?
10. Just the medicine when thumb is dislocated!
(4).
(7).
6. As a coot? (4).
12. Dash for drink (4).
9. Unrest in gaol (4).
15. 17th March is a great day for them (5).
11. Heep bad man! (5).
18. Husky fibre (4).
13. Eject (4).
19. Estimate falls short, the fools! (5).
14.
Further (4).
21. Used to provide Roman holiday (5).
16. I bath — it's a custom I've picked up
22. A better half to incite (4).
(5).
23. Spiral (5).
17. A drop of autumn (4).
26. Better than never (4),
18.
Just
one in a hundred (4).
29. Trust me! (Anag.) (7).
20. Equipment for getting a fresh angle
30. Ghastly end of old traveller (4).
on
things (7).
31. A number of planes or part of one (4).
22. A chimney salt? (4).
32. Gibe (5).
24.
Time
is up, Bob! (5).
33. A belt for the window (4).
25. Gardener's fingers ? (5).
27. A bull, but not the 15 kind!(4).
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 28. No bar on beggars! (4).
*
SOLUTION WILL BE
^
*
GIVEN NEXT WEEK
*
*
★
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
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MOWER
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Full-size patterns
A

Small

See page 419
Hand

Mirror
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nzmn

c
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A dainty
piece of
work for
the fretsaw
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Made this yet ?

DESIGN
No. 3174

BED-TRAY
or
BOOK-REST
Kit contains all
wood and fittings
From branches:
LONDON
78a New Oxford Street, W.C.I
(Phone MUSeum 297S)
87 Old Broad Street. E.C.2
(LONdon Wall 4375)
81 Streatham Hill, S.W.2
(TULse Hill 8796)
GLASGOW—326 Argyle Street
(Phone CENtral 5042)
MANCHESTER—10 Piccadilly
(Phone CENtral 1787)
BIRMINGHAM—100a Dale End
(Phone CENtral 5483)
or direct (post free)
HOBBIES

Price only 13/6
SHEFFIELD—4 St. Paul's Parade
(Phone 26071)
LEEDS—10 Queen Victoria Street
(Phone 28639)
HULL—10 Paragon Square
(Phone 32959)
GRIMSBY—88 Victoria Street
LTD

|VE6'E

£

E

(".f)

E

f

BRISTOL—65 Fairfax Street
(Phone 23744)
NEWCASTLE—42 Dean Street
Newcastle-on-Tyne I Phone 21465
SOUTHAMPTON—134 High St.
(Below Bar) Phone 25947

Dereliam,

Norfolk

HOBBIES

*

FRETSAWS
CERTOFIX

Not only in fretwork and model
making but in a hundred and one
woodwork, composition, plastic,
leather or sheet metal jobs you'll
find a fretframe handy. And the
best blade for any is the saw which
is made by Hobbies from good
steel and the experience of some
fifty years of manufacture. Every
dozen is distinctly labelled.
BLUE LABEL
8d. doz.
7/6 gross
Grades OO (fine), O, 1,2,
3, 4, S, 6
YELLOW LABEL
1/2 doz.
13/6 gross
Grades OO (fine), O, 1,2,
METAL-CUTTING
3. 4, S, 6
For Sheet Metal of ail
HEAVY SAWS
For Thick Work, Toy
kinds
making, etc.
1/3 doz.
14/6 gross
1/6 doz.
17/6 gross
Fine or medium grade
Obtainable from Ironmongers' Stores and Hobbies Branches, or post free
from HOBBIES LTD., DEPT. 99, DEREHAM, NORFOLK

FIXES
CERTOFIX liquid glue
can cope with all general repairs. It unites
wood, glass, metal and
almost all substances, it
is clean in use; its joints
are stronger than the
materials it unites.
Sold at ail Woolworth Stores
l
/CERTOFIX
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CUT TWO PIECES @ 23^ ins. BY 4 ins.
CUT TWO PIECES (§) 18 ins. BY 4 ins. BY

A
N
HOBBIES
No. 6229 HINGES

DETAIL
SHOWS TABLE
CLOSED IN BOX
FASHION AND POSITIONS
OF HINGES.

7 w
2
7^2

HOBBIES
HANDLE
No. 6189

DETAIL SHOWING HANDLE AND
METHOD OF FASTENING.
HOBBIES STREAMLINED FASTENER
No. 6228

H
HANDLE BROKEN TO
SHOW FASTENER.

r

4"X

No.
ESICN

i

18' X

3256

ATTACHE CASE

V

PICNIC

TABLE

SIZE 24 ins. x 18 ins. X 4^ ins.

^

^

i
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23
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23
83
II
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CUT TWO PIECES @ 23^ ins. BY 4 ins. BY 1/2 in.
CUT TWO PIECES (§) 18 ins. BY 4 ins. BY 1/2 in.

ANDLE AND
G.
NED FASTENER
TO

(/se CASCAMITE
f

0ne Shot'

'Hin ClU'
Resin Glue
for all Wood Gluing
• Mixed & use cold • Waterproof type
• Gap-filling and non-staining
and id-oz tins.
Stocked by: Ironmongers, Builders' Merchants, etc.
Manufactured by:
LEICESTER, LOVELL it CO. LTD. Nor th Baddesley, Southampton j

HOWIES
No. 6229 HINGES

I Hlb
DESIGN IS SUPPLIED BY HOBBIES LIMITED
DEREHAM, NORFOLK.
PRICE ON APPLICATION.
2

r

y

1

z

HANDLE BROKEN TO
SHOW FASTENER.

o

o

O

O

DETAIL SHOWING UNDERSIDE OF OPEN TABLE WITH
CORNER BLOCKS D IN POSITION.

CUT TWO PIECES ® 23^ ins. BY 4 ins.
CUT TWO PIECES ® 18 ins. BY 4 ins. BY

A
B
N
HOBBIES
No. 6229 HINGES

DETAIL
SHOWS TABLE
CLOSED IN BOX
FASHION AND POSITIONS
OF HINGES.

7 z
7^2

h

H
HANDLE BROKEN TO
SHOW FASTENER.

HOBBIES
HANDLE
No. 6189

DETAIL SHOWING HANDLE AND
METHOD OF FASTENING.
HOBBIES STREAMLINED FASTENER
No. 6228
3/4 in. D
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V
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CUT FOUR FROM I in. DIA. ROUND ROD.
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CUT TWO PIECES ® 23^ ins. BY 4 ins. BY l/2i
use CASCAMITE

CUT TWO PIECES ® 18 ins. BY 4 ins. BY 1/2 in.

'One Shot'

**SIN GLUf
Resin Glue
for all Wood Gluing
• Mixed & use cold • Waterproof type
• Gap-filling and non-staining
and id-oz tins.
Stocked by: Irownongers, Builders* Merchants, etc.
Manufactured by:
LEICESTER, LOVELL & CO. LTD. North Baddesley, Southampton

HO&BIES
No. 6229 HINGES

A KlT OF MA I tKlALS t-OR MAKING I HiS
DESIGN IS SUPPLIED BY HOBBIES LIMITED
DEREHAM, NORFOLK.
PRICE ON APPLICATION.
o"
1

ii n:

7^
HANDLE BROKEN TO
SHOW FASTENER.

o

O

D

o

ANDLE AND
G.

O

uu
DETAIL SHOWING UNDERSIDE OF OPEN TABLE WITH
CORNER BLOCKS D IN POSITION.

NED FASTENER
28

3/4 in. DM HOLE
6/
4
*-

PRINTED IN ENGLAND.

CORNER BLOCKS D
MAKE FOUR. EACH
BLOCK IS MADE UP
FROM THREE l/2in. PIECES
GLUED TOGETHER
AS ILLUSTRATED.

